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Abstract: The TeX/LaTeX typesetting system is the most wide-spread system for creating
documents in Mathematics and Science. However, no reliable tool exists to this day for
automatically transcribing documents from the above formats into Braille/Nemeth code. Thus,
visually impaired students of related fields do not have access to the bulk of study material
available in LaTeX format. We have developed a tool, named latex2nemeth, for directly
transcribing LaTeX documents to Nemeth Braille, thus facilitating the access of blind students
to Science. In order to support the extensive set of Mathematics symbols covered by TeX, we
propose some new symbols based on the extension mechanisms of the Nemeth code.
Keywords: visually impaired, Mathematics Education, content accessibility
INTRODUCTION
Students with disabilities are underrepresented in STEM (Science Technology and
Mathematics) fields (Isaacson & Michaels,
2015). Inadequate access to specialized
content, in the form of scientific documents,
is likely to discourage students with blindness or low vision (BLV) from studying and
pursuing STEM careers. Several studies
indicate that this discrepancy can be reduced
by “the development and provision of tools
for increasing information accessibility” (eg,
Isaacson, Schleppenbach, & Lloyd, 2010/11).
It is a fact that the great majority of scientific
documents (and not only those) are composed
in TeX and its derivatives. TeX (from the
Greek word “Τέχνη”, meaning, Art) provides

a specialized markup language, a form of text
files enriched with appropriate commands for
supporting typography, eg spacing, indentation, fonts, etc. It was invented by the computer scientist and mathematician Donald
Knuth as a technology for producing high
quality mathematical printed documents,
books, papers, lecture notes, etc. Thus, TeX
and its derivatives (LaTeX, XeLaTeX, etc)
define a specialized formalism for describing mathematical expressions. Authors and
content providers create, through direct
typing or by using specialized authoring
environments, enhanced text documents in
TeX format. The TeX system also comprises a
suite of software tools that translate the initial
TeX documents into a printable form such as
Postscript and PDF, ready to be printed in traditional and digital facilities.
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TeX and its derivatives are the standard for
writing Mathematics as it can be easily seen
by checking the main publication houses of
Mathematical literature, such as the American Mathematical Society,1 SpringerVerlag,2
Elsevier,4 Wiley and Sons4 etc., as well as
arXiv,5 the main archive of research articles in
Mathematics and other sciences. Moreover,
all research in Mathematics is almost exclusively published in TeX and its derivatives as
it can be easily seen on all major journal webpages (all journals state that the manuscript
should be in TeX/LaTeX and some say that
Word files could be accepted, but this is rare).
Since the list is extremely long let us mention
some of the best journals, such as
• Acta Mathematica, only LaTeX or TeX;6
• Inventiones Mathematicae, mainly LaTeX,
Word may be acceptable;7
• Advances in Mathematics, LaTeX for
final submission;8
• Annals of Mathematics, only LaTeX;9
• Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Society, only LaTeX and AMSLaTeX for
final submission;10
• Duke Mathematical Journal, only LaTeX;11
• Geometric and Functional Analysis, only
LaTeX.12

However, although the method of transcribing a scientific document, such as a Mathematics book, has been created by A. Nemeth
in the early ’70s, and it has been a well-established standard in many countries, there
has not been a direct and complete solution
for passing from TeX into Braille/Nemeth.
Since TeX is a highly structured language, a
fact that facilitates the translation to Braille,
it was a surprise for us to see that relative
tools do not exist. Partial solutions exist,
however they are not adequate for a reliable
translation from TeX/LaTeX into Braille.
STEM educational and scientific content is currently translated into Braille/Nemeth mainly
from MS Word sources that are transcribed
by using tools such as Duxbury (Duxbury
Systems, n.d.). The output is embossed by
using specialized Braille embossers. However,
as mentioned earlier, most scientific content
in Mathematics is available in TeX instead
of Word format. Furthermore, the translation
from TeX into Braille/Nemeth can be performed by initially converting TeX documents
into Word or various intermediate formats,
and then into Braille. However, this process is
unreliable, producing errors and omissions of
expressions from the original documents.

http://www.ams.org/publications/authors/authors
https://www.springer.com/gp/authors-editors/book-authors-editors/manuscript-preparation/5636
3
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/book-authors/science-and-technology-book-publishing/things-toconsider-as-you-prepare-your-manuscript#Manuscript and https://www.elsevier.com/authors/author-schemas/
latex-instructions
4
https://authorservices.wiley.com/author-resources/book-authors/prepare-your-manuscript/wiley-latextemplate.html
5
https://arxiv.org/ and https://arxiv.org/help/submit_tex
6
http://www.mittag-leffler.se/publications/acta-mathematica/submission-manuscripts#main-content
7
http://www.springer.com/mathematics/journal/222
8
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/advances-in-mathematics
9
http://annals.math.princeton.edu/submission-guidelines
10
http://www.ams.org/publications/journals/journalsframework/bullsubmit
11
https://www.dukeupress.edu/duke-mathematical-journal
12
http://www.springer.com/birkhauser/mathematics/journal/39
1
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Several tools exist for translating mathematical documents from TeX and other mathematics formats into Braille/Nemeth form. A
non-exhaustive list could contain Duxbury
(Duxbury Systems, n.d.), UMA (Karshmer
et al., 2004), UMCL (Archambault et al.,
2005), MAVIS (A. Karshmer, Gupta, Geiger,
& Weaver, 1999), MathBraille (Hara et al.,
2000) and Blind Friendly LaTeX (Gonzúrová
& Hrabák, 2012). Also, certain configurations of tools have been used to translate from
TeX to Braille/Nemeth by using intermediate
formats such as RTF (Rich Text Format) and
MathML (Mathematical Markup Language)
(W3C, 2003). For example, the text4ht software (Gurari, 2004) translates TeX to MathML
and then the liblouis project (Egli, 2011) can
be used for producing Braille from MathML.
However, although these tools and configurations are reported to translate from TeX to
Nemeth, we were not able to successfully use
them in order to produce mathematical documents of the complexity required in University
level Mathematics and Science. The latex2nemeth tool, presented in this paper, aims at the
reliable transcription of available books and
course notes, intending to support the development of a repository for Mathematical texts
for blind students and researchers. To the best
of our knowledge, none of the existing systems
has demonstrably fulfilled these goals.
In this paper, we propose a method for transcribing Mathematics documents from TeX/
LaTeX and its derivatives directly into Braille.
This transcription should satisfy the following requirements: a) Correct transcription,
containing no errors, b) support for extended
sets of mathematical symbols, such as the
ones used in scientific books and text books,
c) minimum intervention of a human user, and
c) support for images that are also expressed
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in appropriate LaTeX libraries. A software tool
has been developed for automating this transcription satisfying the above requirements.
Given that the Mathematics symbol set of TeX
is extensive, several of its symbols are not supported by the Nemeth code. Thus, we also
propose some new extensions to the Nemeth
code so as to encode TeX symbols not supported in Braille by using the Nemeth code
extension mechanism. We have tested our tools
by the transcription of an actual Mathematics
book published by AMS, a Greek mathematics
textbook that is used as a textbook in a Mathematics department, and several sets of course
notes. Furthermore, we have also conducted a
quantitative evaluation of the reliability of the
tool, which is also presented later.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In
the next section we present certain proposed
extensions to the Nemeth code in order to
widely cover advanced mathematics symbols.
Then, the functionality of the proposed system
is presented, followed by the description of its
implementation. The following section contains a quantitative evaluation, as well as a
case study for the evaluation of the proposed
tool, and the paper ends with some conclusions
and considerations for future work.
PROPOSED EXTENSIONS TO
NEMETH CODE
The Nemeth Code (Nemeth, 1972), published in 1972, describes rules for unambiguously encoding mathematical expressions
using six-dot Braille symbols thus supporting the printing of mathematical/technical
documents in a form readable to visually
impaired persons. It defines the structure of
complex mathematical expressions and contains an extensive list of symbols.
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Most importantly, the Nemeth Code provides composition rules, so that new
symbols can be created from old ones. For
example, by using these rules, for representing \hookrightarrow ( ‘–>), used for denoting
subspaces in Mathematical Analysis, a new
symbol can be composed in Braille form as
.. . . .. . .. .. . .
. ..
. Table 1 shows a small, indicative list of such composed symbols.

reserves some of the six-dot symbols for
special purposes. In the previous example,
..
the symbol . . is reserved to mean the beginning of the description of a symbol or picture.
..
And although the symbols that follow . . in the
above example may have their own meaning
.
(for example . . is the letter “o”), when they
..
are read after the . . symbol their meaning
changes when the required symbol gets composed and the reader reads a space or end of
..
symbol construction (character . .. ). So in
.. .
.. . . .. . .. .. . .
is an arrow head
. ..
. the symbol
.. . . .
in symbol mode (after . ) but we only keep its

The Nemeth code, in order to represent as
many language/ math symbols as possible
by using only 64 six-dot braille symbols,
Table 1: Composed Braille symbols

—

—
————
~
—
~
=

Υ

—
~
~
~

inside
inside circle
wavy arrow shaft + arrow
arrow saft ending in
with ~ below
but =
less or equal or greater

—

Υ

Υ

—
.

U U

\Vvdash
\approxeq
\nsim
\varsubsetneqq
\varsubsetneq
\precnsim
\succnapprox

>
~
>>>
—Δ

— Υ— — —

\triangleq
\lessdot
\eqslantless

=
<
=
>

composition

U

\gtrsim
\ggg

—
~

U

\succsim
\subsetneqq
\lesseqqgtr

~›

>
>

\Cap
\circledcirc
\leadsto
\multimap

symbol

U
U

LATEX command

approximately greater
much greater
equal with triangle
less with dot inside
less with equal inside
triple vertical line dash
approximately equal
not equivalent
subset but not equal
subset but not equal
varient of less but not equal
varient of greater but not equal

braille symbol
. . . .. .. . . .. .. ..
. . . . . . .
.. . . . .. .. . . . .. ..
. . . . . .
.. . . .. . . .
..
..
.. . . . . . . .
.
. .
. . . . ..
. .
.
.. . . . . .
. . . ..
. .. .. .. .. .
. . . ..
.
.
. . . . . . . . .. ..
.
.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
. . . . . . . .. .. .. ...
. .. ... .. .. . . .. ...
.. . .
. .
.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
. . . .
. .. . . . . .
. . .
. . ..
.
.
.. . . . .
. . . . .
.. . . . . . .
. . .
.
. . . . . ..
. . .
.
. . . . . .. . ..
. . .
. .
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However, by following these composition
rules of Nemeth it does not seem possible
to support all the common symbols. So, we
propose a few simple new rules that cover all
except 10 symbols from the common ones.
These rules are as follows:

Δ

Υ

Υ

П

1. For an alternative character, Nemeth precedes the char 6 (used eg in
). For
doubly alternate we use char 6 two
times. Eg for \backsim ( ~ ) (first char 6
is to make the dash a tilde and the second
char 6 is to invert tilde).
2. For curly characters Nemeth precedes the
char 46 (eg \succ ( ) or \prec ( )). We
use this for all curly symbols not included
in the Nemeth book that need one curliness character. For more complex curly
symbols we use the next rule.
3. Symbol-begin, character 1246, and termination, character 12456, are used
to compose symbols (eg \lhd (
)).
However, the inclusion of an already
existing symbol means next level of
curliness, or next level of scriptness.
This is done for complex curly symbols,
since confusion may arise if 46 is
repeated (eg 46,156 below \prec (
)
can be interpreted as a Greek eta). So,
we propose to put \prec ( ) between
symbol 1246 and termination 12456.
.. . . . ..
Thus \preccurlyeq ( ) is . . . . . .. ...
4. The same procedure for letters means
Υ

Υ

)

Υ
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inversion. Thus \coprod ( I_I ) is inverted
.. . .. ..
\Pi (Π), that is . . . .. . .. Especially for
letters i and j, it means dotless (\imath
(ı), \jmath (ȷ)).
5. \check, eg. ž, (used for example for
inverse Fourier transform) is an alternative hat above.
6. Accent acute eg. ź, is a prime above.
7. Grave, eg. è, is an alternative prime above.
In http://myria.math.aegean.gr/labs/dt/braille/
symbols-in-braille.pdf the list of supported
mathematical symbols and structures can be
accessed. Also, in Table 2 the list of unsupported TeX mathematical symbols is presented.
Table 2: List of unsupported TeX mathematical
symbols
\wr
\Wr
\risingdotseq
\Rsh
\lopparrowleft

~ ~

upper part prefixing it by a . before it. Then
the standard symbol of an arrow follows, thus
to create the required symbol ‘–> . We have
followed this technique in order to be able to
compose most of the common symbols. By
“common symbols” we mean mathematical
symbols of TeX plus the symbols from the
AMS packages and the txfonts package.

.
.=
_>
|

\rightthreetimes
\leftthreetimes
\fallingdotseq
\Lsh

..
=
_
<
|

\looparrowright

In its current version, our system supports
more than 800 mathematical LaTeX symbols.
These symbols are either already included in
the Nemeth code or they are proposed by using
extension rules also suggested by Nemeth
plus the few new ones above. Furthermore,
latex2nemeth supports all standard LaTeX
mathematical structures such as fractions,
exponents, indices, roots, operators, arrays,
etc, as well as their Nemeth representation.
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TOOL DESCRIPTION

Image support

The program, named latex2nemeth, runs as a
command-line tool and takes as input a LaTeX
source file as well as an auxiliary LaTeX file,
that is produced after successfully running
LaTeX on the input LaTeX source, as illustrated in Figure 1. The auxiliary file contains
information about numbering of certain elements in the document, such as equations, theorems, sections, etc. The input can be a single
or the main file in a multi-file latex source configuration, all encoded in UTF-8 encoding.
The program produces a Braille/Nemeth text
file as output, with Braille six-dot characters
encoded in UTF-16 or, alternatively, in PEF
format (PEF, n.d.), in order to be readily available for embossing in specialized printers.

The latex2nemeth tool also provides image
support. That is, certain LaTeX graphics
macros expressed in the PSTricks graphics
library can be filtered so that certain text
and mathematics descriptions illustrated in
figures are transformed into Braille Nemeth
and thus are properly rendered in PDF
format so as to be readable by blind persons
as properly embossed images and text. An
example is given in Figure 2.

According to the Nemeth code, mathematical
expressions with spatial meaning, such as fractions, can be represented in a two-dimensional
or in linear, one-dimensional manner.
Our current implementation supports a linear
representation, with the exception of array
structures and arrays of equations that are represented in a two-dimensional matrix format.
In order to correctly indent array structures,
they always start the beginning of a new line.

Braille/
Nemeth
file(s)
(text)

TeX file(s)
LATEX

More specifically, every PSPicture envivonment inside a TeX/LaTeX document, that
contains PSTricks images, is filtered so that
each mathematical expression, enclosed by
the TeX mathematical delimiter, $, is transformed into Nemeth/Braille. In the same
Figure, the label of the center of the displayed circle, O, is transformed into its corresponding Nemeth/Braille representation
( . .. . ). Furthermore, each PSTricks picture
is rendered as a separate LaTeX source file
that can be compiled separately into PDF, so
as to be embossed as tactile graphics separately from the Nemeth/Braille text output.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure2, more than
one image source LaTeX files can be generated from a source LaTeX document that

latex2nemeth

AUX file

image1
(pdf )

Text embosser

Graphics embosser

image2
(pdf )

Figure 1. The flow of Nemeth files generation.
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Original code

Transcribed code

\begin{pspicture}(-1,-1)(1.2,1.2)

\begin{pspicture}(-1,-1)(1.2,1.2)

\pscircle(0,0){1}

\pscircle(0,0){1}

\qdisk(0,0){1pt}
\uput[180](0,0){$0$}

\qdisk(0,0){1pt}
\uput[180](0,0){

\psline(0,)(.5,.866)

\psline(0,)(.5,.866)

\uput[30](.5,.866){$R$}
\end{pspicture}

}

\uput[30](.5,.866){ }
\end{pspicture}
R

O

Figure 2. Graphics support example

contains more than one PSTricks images.
This kind of rendering is compatible with
the BANA Guidelines for Tactile Graphics
(BANA, 2010). Note that in this way, plain
text information can also be rendered, as
embedded into mathematics mode.
IMPLEMENTATION
The transcriber is based on a parser for the
LaTeX language. The language of TeX/LaTeX
has two distinct modes: text and mathematics. The parser recognizes most of the most
common LaTeX commands and environments
in text mode, supporting both English and
Greek characters and covers most structures
and basic mathematical symbols (see Section
2). The program is developed in the Java programming language using the JavaCC compiler generation tool (Kodaganallur, 2004)
for the generation of the parser. The process
of LaTeX to Braille transcription is as follows:
Each paragraph and each environment in the
42

input LaTeX sources are processed separately.
In text mode, each character token is recognized and transcribed into its corresponding Braille symbol by using a certain symbol
table. Only numerical expressions are lexically
scanned as atomic entities through appropriate regular expressions, eg number 13.455,
since, according to Braille code, a certain
number sign must precede the whole numerical expression and not every single digit of it.
In mathematical mode, both in inline mathematical expressions as well as in mathematical environments, all expressions are parsed,
thus creating appropriate syntactical trees. The
above process implements the front-end of the
mathematical parser, while the back-end is a
Nemeth code generator, which complies with
(Nemeth, 1972). The abstract syntax trees for
mathematics expressions are independent of
the TeX/LaTeX language and thus it is easy for
the program to be extended so as to implement
different back-ends, that is, representations
of mathematical expressions different than
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Nemeth. Given that the tool presented provides abstract representations of mathematical
expressions in the above format, implemented
as an API in the Java programming language,
it can be used as a framework for translating
into various forms of appropriate representations for the visually impaired such as audio
representations of Mathematical expressions
in the form of MathSpeak (Schleppenbach,
Said, & Nemeth, 2007).

The above expression is rendered in Nemeth
Braille code as

In Fig. 3 a class diagram showing some
of the classes that compose the abstract
syntax tree of a mathematical expression
is illustrated, as generated internally by the
parser. This configuration is a variation of
the Interpreter Design Pattern (Gamma,
Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1995). As an
example, we take the following expression:

Due to the very limited symbol set available in
6-dot Nemeth encoding, expressions depend
on the context witch they appear into, as illustrated in the example above. The inner exponential, with base x, is denoted by a double
<exp> symbol, while the rendering of the outer
exponential, with base e, has a single <exp>
indication. Correspondingly, the fraction
expression is formed recursively by adding a
double-fraction (a twice-repeated <beginfrac>
symbol) for the outer of the complex fraction.

ex

e<exp>x<exp><exp>b+1<base>
<plus>
<beginfrac><beginfrac>
1
<fractionbar>
<frac>1<fractionbar>x+1<endfrac>
<endfrac>

1

b+1

+
1+

1
x+1

<<abstract>>

Expression

denominator
nominator

fractionlevel
sqrtlevel
sublevel
suplevel

1..n

assignFractionLevel()
assignOtherLevels()
getBraille()

Fraction

Sup

assignFractionLevel()
assignOtherLevels()

assignFractionLevel()
assignOtherLevels()

MathExpression

Figure 3. Classes of the abstract syntax tree.
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The generation of expressions in the above
manner is supported by the two abstract
methods of the Expression class, as illustrated in Fig. 3, namely, assignFractionLevel() and assignOtherLevels(). The first
method assigns the nesting level for complex
fractions, while the second method assigns
the nesting levels for the other types of
expressions, namely, square roots, superscripts and subscripts. More specifically,
during the construction of each expression
of the above types, the levels of nesting are
specified. The levels of square root, superscript and subscript are calculated in a topdown fashion, that is, for each of the above
expression types, first the level of the containing expression is calculated and then
the levels of each corresponding subexpression. In this way, the corresponding level
increases with depth, so that an exponential inside an exponential has a level of two,
while a simple exponential has a level of one.
Conversely, the level of fractions cannot be
determined in this way, according to the
Nemeth rules. Rather, in the case of a composite fraction, the outer fraction has a fraction level of one, while a fraction inside has a
fraction level of two, etc. In this way, in order
to correctly calculate the fraction levels, the
calculation is performed bottom-up, starting with the inner expressions, which return
their fraction level as a return value of the
assignFractionLevel() method.
The tool is available as open source software.13
Thus, everyone can have free access to the
software for directly using it without any cost
and for modifying it programmatically according to their needs. Furthermore, volunteers can
contribute to the extension of the software.
https://sourceforge.net/projects/latex2nemeth/

13
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EVALUATION AND CASE STUDY
Quantitative evaluation
In order to measure the accuracy of the translation of our tool we have conducted a quantitative evaluation of the produced Nemeth
output. For the evaluation, we have chosen
a sample document from AMSMath LaTeX
samples (AMS, n.d.), in particular pages 8
and 13. This sample was selected since it is
representative of the kind of mathematics
expressions encountered in university mathematics courses at both undergraduate and
postgraduate level. The particular sample
document comprises expressions of variable
size and complexity. Since our aim is to evaluate the production of mathematical expressions generated by latex2nemeth, we have
only transcribed the mathematics content of
the original sample LaTeX file, removing the
textual content. Thus, the sample contained:
– 918 characters (counting single characters, symbols, composed characters such as
a character with a tilde, and automatically
generated characters such as those coming
from the LaTeX auxiliary file: references,
etc);
– LaTeX structures, such as labels, theorem
environments, exponents etc. The sample
contained 5 labels, 2 theorem environments,
7 references, 76 subindices, 40 exponents, 1
overline structure, 4 equation environments,
1 equation* environment, 1 cases environment, 3 text-inmath structures, 3 split environments, 1 proof environment, 1 eqref
structure, 5 tildes, and 1 fraction structure.
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The above document, in LaTeX format was
translated automatically into Nemeth code
using the latex2nemeth software tool. Next,
the generated code was translated back into
the original mathematical notation by two
evaluators. The evaluators were two blind
students, the first a student of Mathematics,
both with good knowledge of Braille and
Nemeth. Both back translations were dictated to a sighted teacher with good knowledge of Braille/Nemeth and Mathematics
notation, who did not see the original mathematical document in any stage of the procedure. Next, the mathematics translations
were compared with the original mathematical document by the authors of this paper.
We compared each back transcribed text from
the two evaluators with the original text, containing a number of expressions that comprise
N=918 different symbols in total. From the
above symbols, there were found 12 errors by
the first evaluator and 32 errors by the second
evaluator, counting multiple errors, or 4 and 5
distinct errors, correspondingly.
In order to quantify the agreement between
the two evaluators we have developed an
instrument that is based on Cohen’s kappa
(Cohen, 1960), a widely used measure of
interrater agreement, as follows: We consider each of the N=918 mathematical characters of the expected output as a different
item. For each item, each evaluator assigns
one of the M=840 available symbols. Thus,

we create an M×M matrix with each pij
element representing the observed probability that a symbol in the mathematical text
was identified as i by the first evaluator and
as j by the second evaluator. This probability
is calculated by dividing the number of times
that a symbol in the mathematical text was
identified as i by the first evaluator and as j
by the second evaluator, divided by the total
number of symbols, N, in the document. For
example, p ≈ expresses the probability that
a symbol that was identified as by the first
evaluator and as ≈ by the second evaluator.
The probability of agreement on the specific
symbol, , is expressed as p .
We calculate the observed probability of
agreement among the two evaluators, Po,
as the sum of probabilities of agreement for
each symbol: Po = Σ Mi=1pii . We also calculate the probability, Pe of agreement by
chance, as Pe = Σ piApiB where piA , piB are the
total probabilities of choosing symbol i by
the first and second evaluator, correspondingly. These probabilities are calculated
and PiB = Σ pij . Then,
as PiA = Σ pij
Cohen’s kappa coefficient is calculated as
m

i=1

M

M

j=1

i=1

K=

Po - Pe
1 - Pe

Based on the above, the interrater agreement is
κ = 0.98, which is considerably near the value
1 of absolute agreement. Table 3 summarizes
the quantitative results of the evaluation.

Table 3: Quantitative evaluation summary
Evaluator

Number of errors

Percentage

1
2

12
32

1.3%
3.5%

Number of distinct errors
4
5
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The error rates identified by the two evaluators were, correspondingly, 1.3 and 3.5
percent (average error 2.4%). The errors are
depicted in Table 4. The first error refers to
the rendering of the period symbol (character 256, ) as decimal point (character
46, ). This error was known to us to be
produced by the latex2nemth software, since
in its current version the program does not
discriminate between the period symbol
and the comma symbol. Nevertheless, the
first evaluator was able to identify the dot
symbol, despite its mistaken translation by
the latex2nemeth software. Furthermore,
the letter Y is usually orally expressed as
“Psi” (Ψ) by Greek Mathematicians. Similarly, the letter W is usually orally expressed
as Ω (omega). The mistaken translation of
ϕ (Greek phi symbol – Unicode 03d5) as
φ (Greek small letter phi – Unicode 03c6)
is due to the optical similarity of the two
symbols in the original mathematical form.
Next, the rendering of u as ∂u is due to the
oral rendering of the two expressions: the
oral expression “partial derivative (bar u)”
was perceived and orally dictated as “(partial
derivative bar) u”, that is, with a different
Table 4: Errors in back translation
Original expression

Error expression

∂u
B(X)
W
Y
ф

∂u
B(X)
Ω
Ψ
φ

.(period)

.(decimal point)

grouping of each subexpression. Of course,
the above errors are caused by the ambiguous manner of informally expressing mathematical formulas by the two evaluators and
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not by the Nemeth language itself, which
is designed to avoid ambiguities (Isaacson & Michaels, 2015). The checking of the
Nemeth output by the authors of this paper
confirmed that only one distinct error was
produced in the printed Braille/Nemeth representation by the transcription tool itself.
Conclusively, the latex2nemeth software
was found to translate TeX mathematics
documents with an almost absolute accuracy. Apart from a certain error concerning
the period, which we are currently implementing its correct identification and rendering in Braille, a small number of errors also
found in the above process were produced
by the participants themselves, rather than
by the tool under evaluation.
Case study
We have also conducted a case study which
involved the transcription of a whole book
from LaTeX to Braille/Nemeth format and
the study of this book by a student of Mathematics in a Greek University. She was a
totally blind female student with excellent
performance in Mathematics and fluent in
reading in the Braille/Nemeth code. The book
is entitled Real Analysis by A. Anoussis, V.
Felouzis, and A. Tsolomitis and it was written
in Greek as a standard course on Mathematical Analysis. The book is available at http://
myria.math.aegean.gr/labs/dt/braille/
books/real.zip in Braille format. The student
studied a course on Mathematical Analysis
using the book as a textbook. After her studying the course, we presented a set of questions
to the student that form a structured interview
to assess the satisfaction of the student from
the document analysis. The questions involved
understandability, difficulty, correctness, and
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the overall quality of the generated Braille text.
In her answers to the questionnaire, the
student reported that the text produced by
latex2nemeth is correct and understandable. Also, she reported that she has not
identified any mistakes in the mathematical
text. She reported that
…now I am on the same level with other
students. I feel that I am equal to others
while before I felt more inferior… My
hands are untied because before I wrote
some four hundred pages during a semester so that I feared that I would develop
tendonitis.
Overall, the case study and the interview
with the student revealed that the book conversion into Braille is appropriate for a blind
mathematics student.
The latex2nemeth program has been systematically used for converting other mathematical books into Braille/Nemeth. Currently, seven whole books in Greek and one
book in English have been transcribed from
LaTeX. All Greek language books have been
used by the student as study material in corresponding courses and she has not reported
any problems in reading them and has
passed the course examinations with flying
colors using the transcribed books as exclusive study materials. We aspire to create an
extended repository for Mathematics texts
available to blind students. The transcribed
books are available in http://myria.math.
aegean.gr/labs/dt/braille/index-en.html.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new software for generating
Braille/Nemeth code for blind persons from

LaTeX source documents is presented. Furthermore, certain extensions to the Nemeth
code rules and a set of new symbols are proposed. The software has been found to reliably generate mathematical documents for
blind persons. A quantitative evaluation has
demonstrated the accuracy of translation of
an advanced mathematical text into Nemeth.
As mentioned above, the importance of this
software lies on two factors:
• the availability of mathematics documents in post-secondary education
mostly in LaTeX format and
• the importance of the reliable transcription of technical/mathematical documents into Braille format in order to
meet their educational role.
Of course, our work is not complete. For
example, support for other languages (other
than Greek and English) is lacking and must
be added. The software allows the configuration of both text and mathematical output,
so the support of languages other than the
above as well as of other mathematics formalisms for the blind is straightforward. But
most mathematics symbols, such as the standard TeX math fonts, amsfonts and txfonts,
are already supported. Currently, the software is available to the community for free
usage and modification. It is intended to
be provided also as a web service. We also
aspire to the design and implementation of
an interface for facilitating the usage of the
transcriber by persons with BLV. As stated
earlier, a repository of texts in Mathematics
and Science is under development, enhancing the access of visually impaired students
to scientific and learning content.
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